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Keep training and working to improve, 
everyone has things they can improve 
upon and those that aren’t willing to 
accept what they don’t know will rise 
above the rest. 
 
Get excited by what you don’t know, 
the less you know, the more potential 
to improve. 
 
Ask questions of yourself and find the 
answers. 

Karate can and should be exciting. It 
has all the components to get your 
heart racing, the danger of people trying 
to hit you, the mental challenge of per-
fecting technique and the pure exhaus-
tion you get a from a good workout. 
 
All too often, it is easy to become com-
placent, once you’ve been training for a 
year, five years, twenty five years or 
fifty, repetition becomes a common oc-
currence, you can’t always be doing 
something new. 
 
As an instructor, I regularly lament that 
there isn’t enough time to have my stu-
dents or myself do everything enough, 
no matter how dedicated you are, there 
is some aspect of your training that gets 
less than your full attention. 
 
Recognizing those shortcomings is a 
trait of a great martial artist, being 
aware of your limitations, and never 
accepting them means what will excite 
you most is fixing your short comings.  
 
If a technique doesn’t feel strong, the 
best answer isn’t to avoid it, but to work 
on it more and more until you under-
stand how it can work for you. 

Seminars 
November 10th—
Mission, BC—
Advincula Sensei. 

 

Tournaments 
July 1st, 2013 
(Tentative) Isshinryu 
Championship in Wind-
sor, ON 

The Canadian Isshinryu Way 
Everything Karate & Kobudo 

ATTENTION NEEDED! 

 

Do you know of someone great in  
Isshinryu?  If so, please e-mail 
Sensei@isshinryu.ca with the contact de-
tails to be profiled in future newsletters. 

Get Excited 

Upcoming Events 

Essential Isshinryu has been  
Released! 

For more information on the first 
Canadian Isshinryu book, visit 
www.essentialisshinryu.com! 
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When many of the current Isshinryu blackbelts 
first began training, Shimbabuku Tatsuo, the 
founder of Isshinryu had already passed away, 
but many of his direct students were still active 
and training. 

Again, many of us were lucky enough to train 
with these great Martial Artists, unfortunately, a 
number of them are no longer with us.  Sadly, 
this is becoming a more common occurrence as 
the wide spread adoption of Asian martial arts 
now extends into it’s seventh decade, our 
awareness of these masters is greater than ever. 

 

Since the last newsletter, at least 3 significant 
masters passed away. 

 

Bob Ozman—Student of Shimabuku Tatsuo 
and founder of Mushin-Gi-Tai. 

Master Ozman was a student of Shimabuku Tat-
suo and a traditional instructor for many years. 
He also was an established actor, using his Kara-

te skills to fight a 500 pound tiger in the original 
Island of Dr. Moreau. 

Bob Ozman with Shimabuku Tatsuo 

 

Joe Lewis—Student of Shimabuku Eizo and 
legendary Kickboxer (1944-2012) 

Joe Lewis was a legendary American kickboxer and point 
karate fighter who was extremely successful in the ring in 
the 1960s and 1970s. He was voted the greatest fighter in 
karate history two different times and has earned the titles 
of “United States Heavyweight Kickboxing Champion” and 

(Continued on page 3) 

Generation Changes 
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Generation Changes 

“World Heavyweight Karate Champion,” and “United States 
National Black Belt Kata Champion.”  
 
He joined the United States Marine Corps in 1962 and was 
stationed at Cherry Point. In Okinawa, while serving in the 
United States Marine Corps, Joe studied Shorin-ryu Karate 
with Eizo Shimabukuro, John Korab, Chinsaku Kinjo and 
Seiyu Oyata. He earned his black belt in a mere seven 
months. He was one of the first Marines stationed in Vi-
etnam where he met Rocky Marciano.  
Joe Lewis dominated full contact karate kickboxing at the 
time of other legends like Bill Wallace and Chuck Norris. 
He was one of the true pioneers of Karate in North Ameri-
ca, driving it into the public eye. 

 

Soke Negishi Yuichi Saiko Shihan—Student of 
Kenwa Mabuni—Head of JAPAN KARATE-DO 
SOSEI-KAI 

An original student of Kenwa Mabuni, who upon his 
death founded the Sosei Kai   He relocated to Uru-
guay and was instrumental in spreading Karate in 
South America. 

 

It is important to remember that opportunities in 
life rarely repeat, when you have the opportunity 
to train with a first generation student or any mas-
ter, seize the opportunity and learn as much as 
you are able. That is how Karate will stay strong 
and true to it’s origins. We all play a role in the 
future. 

 

Spring Magic Championships  

In the Spring Magic Championships held in Rock-
land, ON, the following members of the Toshikai 
Dojo did very well:  in the brown belt division, Greg 
Saxe placed third in Kumite and fourth in Kata, Matt 
Morin won the weapons division and placed second 
in kata; in the black belt division, Jack Lafleur 
placed second in weapons, fourth in kata and third 
in kumite.  Nice results!! 
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Okinawan Kobudo and Isshinryu 
By Rod Berek 

Researching the origins of Okinawan kobudo is diffi-
cult.  There are many conflicting stories, with each 
school of karate tilting the story as they see fit, and 
there are many legends told as truths.  Combine 
that with the fact that kobudo knowledge has been 
mostly an oral tradition due to its secretive nature, 
and you have a recipe for inaccurate histories.   

One thing is agreed upon, however,  Okinawan 
kobudo, the old martial way of Okinawa, is an es-
sential and inseparable pillar of Isshinryu and every 
other karate of Ryukyu.  This is not surprising. 
Weapons have been part of man’s life since he has 
been making tools and any complete method of self
-defense, such as Isshinryu is, must contain meth-
ods for defending against weapons attacks, along 
with the development of skills to wield these same 
weapons.  

Since the Stone Age, every culture has developed 
ways to defend itself, and the Okinawans were no 
different.   They evolved a system of bare hand and 
weapons fighting,  combining homegrown tech-
niques with combat forms borrowed from their 
neighbours, and this system has been handed down 
to us over a thousand years of development  – Oki-
nawan Te.   This martial arts system was a part of 
Okinawa’s history and culture, and was soon to be 
joined by a weapons system with techniques that 
also combined skills from several cultures, and that 
flourished in Okinawa in parallel with Te.  This was 
kobudo. 

 The Ryukyu Islands, of which Okinawa is one, were 
a crossroads and a sea trading center for thousands 
of years.   This benefitted Okinawa greatly, but it 
also left the island chain open to invasion and sub-
jugation many times over its history.  The peasants 
and aristocrats alike had to develop fighting skills to 
defend their land against the invaders.   The initial 
forms of self-defense were learned from some of 
the invading cultures themselves.  It is believed 
that early Okinawan Te was based on Chinese 
quanfa (or kungfu as we know it today) which was 
brought to Okinawa by the Japanese.  Some 
sources say that Te was taught formally in Okinawa 
by 650 AD.   

While Te was evolving, it was centered on empty 
hand techniques, but also had some traditional 
Asian weapons such as swords (similar to the kat-
ana), glaives (a form of flat sword), hand spears 
and, perhaps not surprisingly given the maritime 

culture, the eku (oar).  While the empty hand forms 
were practiced by peasants and aristocrats alike, 
the swords and spears were often not possible for 
the peasants to own, even if they could hope to af-
ford them. Thus the bladed weapons techniques 
were predominantly the domain of the rich.  Howev-
er, political events would soon change the way that 
Okinawans practiced with their weapons. 

Repeatedly over several hundred years, Okinawa’s 
own leaders, as well as foreign ones, made it illegal 
to own weapons or to practice weapons techniques.  
In 1507, Emperor  Sho Shin made this edict, and 
almost exactly 100 years later, in 1609, the invad-
ing Japanese Satsuma clan repeated it.  The prac-
tice of weapons training went underground, and it 
was during this period that Okinawan kobudo 
evolved as a separate entity from Te.   

Without the traditional bladed weapons with which 
to openly practice, kobudo evolved to use an eclec-
tic range of household items and farm implements, 
or weapons that could be easily be explained away 
as common objects.  Legend has it that this is 
unique to Okinawa, and that this was due to peas-
ants being forced to weaponize the objects they had 
daily contact with.   Research does not necessarily 
support this.  In fact, it would seem that the prac-
tice of weaponry remained largely with the elite in 
this period.   Some reasons to believe this are: 
1) Peasants do not have the spare time to learn to 
use weapons.  They have little spare time at all. The 
aristocrat would.  It was tradition in wealthy house-
holds that the eldest son would run the family for-
tune or enterprise, and the remaining siblings could 
lead a life of relative leisure, with the time to study 
Te and kobudo. 
2) Those interested in kobudo, rather than practice 
in secret, would often travel to Japan, and ultimate-
ly China, to learn the weapons and empty hand 
techniques that intrigued them, and to study with 
the masters.   This is something that only the rich 
could afford to do.  The means to travel and sup-
port the training in weapons and hand-to-
techniques, often for many years, is not available to 
most people, then and now.  This travel also ex-
plains why Okinawan kobudo shows such a large 
Chinese and south Asian influence, both in the 
weapons used in kobudo, and in the weapons 
forms.   For example, some authors point to the 
fact that Okinawan Te more often than not used 

(Continued on page 5) 
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Okinawan Kobudo and Isshinryu 
By Rod Berek 

flowing circular techniques, while Chinese kobudo 
used a more angular form, which we still see today in 
kobudo kata. 

The traveling kobudoka would return to Okinawa with 
their new knowledge of Chinese and Japanese weap-
ons forms.  The weapons they trained with abroad, 
the so-called “agricultural weapons” found all over 
Southeast Asia, were often present in Okinawa and 
were readily adapted. If the weapon was not common 
on Okinawa, Chinese and South Asian weapons were 
used as a model and modified as necessary.  One 
such example is the sai.  The forerunner of the sai 
existed in many cultures. It was called the chabang in 
Malaysia and was used extensively in ancient China, 
where it was used as a symbol of authority and called 
the sankuchu.    

Regardless of who developed these weapons, or 
whether or not it was commoner or warrior who used 
them, they demonstrate a great resilience and re-
sourcefulness.  As the great swordsman Yamaoka 
Tesshu (1836-1888) is reported to have said: 

 “Which do you think is better, the carpenter who 
needs the right tools to complete his task, or the one 
who can make do with what is available?” 

For a period of 400 years, make do is exactly what 
they did.  While the skills in the new kobudo weapons 
developed and were honed, the number of kobudo 
weapons grew well beyond those that are familiar to 
Isshinryu karateka today.  Along with the sai, bo and 
kama, one author has counted over 50 weapons that 
were practiced in Okinawan kobudo.  Such unusual 
and everyday items employed as weapons included, 
fans, umbrellas, hair pins, tobacco pipes, picks for 
musical instruments, and of all things, dried beans!  

The first two individuals to have been heavily docu-
mented as building Okinawan kobudo were Sakagawa 
Kanga and Chatan Yara.  They both traveled to Japan 
and China in the 18th centuries and brought several 
weapons forms home to Okinawa.  Chatan Yara’s 
name lives on today in the kata Chatan Yara no Sai, 
which is well recognized by any Isshinryu karateka. 

By 1879, the feudal system was dissolved and Okina-
wa was annexed by Japan as its 47th prefecture.  The 
prohibition on weapons practice, if it even still exist-
ed, was removed and both kobudo and Te, now sepa-
rate but complementary systems, were out in the 
open.  They were even included in the public educa-
tion system.   Once practiced in secret, hidden from 

the uninitiated and their secrets passed down from 
master to student, Te and kobudo knowledge was 
now embraced by the public, shared freely and proud-
ly included in Okinawan culture.  

By the late 19th century, the kobudo masters that 
would contribute directly to the training of Master 
Shimabuku had begun their own training.   These 
were Taira Shinken and Chotoku Kyan. 

Chotoku Kyan was the instructor that Shimabuku con-
sidered to be his first.   Kyan began his training with 
Kosaku Matsumora and established himself as a mas-
ter fighter in spite of the fact he was small, frail and 
asthmatic.  Since he could not match the power of his 
opponents, he used speed to his advantage.  He also 
believed that a karate student must experience many 
facets of life, so he took them to brothels, bars and 
cock fights.  

 It is through Kyan that Tatsuo learned Tokumine no 
Kun and basic saijutsu.   Kyan himself had learned 
Tokumine no Kun directly from Tokumine on the is-
land of Yaeyama.  In honour of his first sensei, 
Shimabuku created Chotoku Kyan no Sai, and also 
created Kusanku Sai, since Kyan had taught Shima-
buku Kusanku kata.   

But Shimabuku’s main kobudo instructor, in later 
years, was Taira Shinken, often called the Father of 
modern kobudo.   Master Shinken was a well-
respected student of Gichin Funakoshi, and was run-
ning his own dojo when, in 1934, he hosted a kobudo 
seminar run by the great kobudo master Mabuni Ken-
wa, who also worked as a policeman.  He was so im-
pressed with Master Mabuni’s kobudo expertise that 
he asked to train with him, and did so for six years, 
focusing on saijutsu and bojutsu.   He applied his en-
ergy to preserving traditional kobudo, resurrecting 
many old kata and inventing several of his own.  
Shimabuku trained with Taira Shinken in the late 50’s 
and early 60’s, and from him learned Urashi Bo, Shi-
shi no Kun, Chatan Yara no Sai and  Hamahiga no 
Tonfa.  And through Shimabuku sensei, we have in-
corporated these kata into our art. 

As kobudo is inseparable from Okinawan martial arts, 
so is kobudo inseparable from Isshinryu.    Kobudo 
was a part of Shimabuku’s life and part of his mas-
ters’ lives.  In turn, Shimabuku and our instructors 
have made it a part of our lives, and it is our job to 
make it live on in others.  
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Zen In the Martial Arts—Humility 
By Matt Morin 

“A man who has attained mastery of an art re-
veals it in his every action” 
-Samurai maxim 
 
In the book, “Zen in the Martial Arts” by Joe Hy-
ams, Hyams takes us on a journey as he recounts 
his many years of Martial Arts training with teach-
ers like Ed Parker and Bruce Lee.  His particular 
focus is on the Zen principals he has learned 
throughout this time.  The book is broken down 
into many small chapters, each chapter summing 
up a particular Zen philosophy.  He suggests that 
learning these principals are part of the natural 
progression of martial arts training.   
 
I would like to present these various lessons by 
categorizing them by spiritual principals.   I chose 
these specific spiritual principals because over the 
years of my life they have come up as important 
lessons for me to learn.  Throughout my martial 
arts training, there have always seemed to be 
further opportunities to deepen my understanding 
of them. 
 

Humility 
 
I personally define humility as being no better or 
worse than any other human being.  We are all 
exactly human.  There are many different ways 
that people can measure “better than” or “worse 
than” and in any given case these assessments 
may or may not be true.   This why I have grown 
to find the principal of humility very important,  
as it is always 100% true as a baseline measure-
ment.  When I am assessing my worth, I am al-
ways exactly human. 
 
 
Empty your Cup 
One cannot learn until they are ready to give up 
what they think they know.  Hyams illustrates this 
by recounting the story of when we first met 
Bruce Lee.  Hyams wished Bruce Lee to be his 
teacher, and Bruce’s first lesson was to “Empty 
his cup”.  Many times to learn something new, we 
must unlearn old habits.  In order to be taught, 
we must be teachable.  This does not work when 
have an over whelming need to prove what we 

know, or feel worthless when we let go of what we 
think we know.   
 
This can be challenging because people are gener-
ally very attached and cling on to what they think 
they know.  The advantage to letting go and 
“emptying your cup” is that you leave room to 
open to new ideas and to grow.  If we become 
close minded we will stop growing.  It may still be 
appropriate to approach things with a critical mind, 
to ask questions, and to relate new ideas to our 
experience. At end of it all we need to step out of 
own way, let go and see what happens.  As Hyams 
tells the story, he notes that Bruce Lee did not only 
request this of his students, but he practiced this 
same principal in his daily life.   This is one of the 
reasons he became as proficient as he did. 
 
 
Even the Masters have masters 
Be careful when assessing your worth by compar-
ing yourself to other fellow martial artists.  It is 
very easy to watch junior students and feel very 
good by how much you have progressed.  In the 
same breath, one can look at those who are senior 
to them and feel like they know nothing at all.  Hy-
ams notes that no matter how perfect his teachers 
seem to be, those teachers usually feel the exact 
same way about their teachers.  With this in mind 
we can make peace with exactly where we are in 
our skill level; in this space there is room to be 
both teacher and student. 
 
This is the first article in a 6 part series.  Please 
take the time to read and absorb the information.  
Each lesson should be taken to heart and applied, 
it’s not enough to just read and understand, appli-
cation is necessary to truly benefit from any new 
knowledge. 
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Pieces of our Past 
By Richard Ruberto Sensei 

Tatsuo didn't start teaching until 1946 according 
to Ciso. Tatsuo at first called what he was teach-
ing Chan Migwa te since Kyan never named his 
system according to Joen Nakazato. Maekawa 
said when  
he started in 1951, Tatsuo was calling it Shorin-
ryu and Sun nu Su karate. 
According to Angi Uezu, Eiko Kaneshi named it 
Isshin-ryu but when I asked Eiko Kaneshi about 
that he said it was not his idea but Tatsuo's. 
Kaneshi asked Tatsuo why Isshin-ryu and Tatsuo 
told him because all things begin with one. 
 
According to Ciso and Kaneshi who were both at 
the meeting when Tatsuo anounced he was calling 
his style Isshin-ryu, there were a few American 

who attended. Most Okinawans say a person by 
the name of  
Cooper was one of the first Americans to study 
with Tatsuo. No American has stepped forward and 
said they attended that meeting. 
 
Sun Nu Su karate was a tempory name until Tat-
suo decided to use Isshin-ryu. There is no Chan 
Migwa Te today because most started to use the 
name Shorin-ryu for the Shuri and Tomari lineage, 
and also to honor the Shaolin temple in China 
where it is thought by some to have been where 
Kenpo (karate)came from. 

If you exercise enough, you can eat whatever you want. 
By Richard Ruberto Sensei 

How many times have you heard someone you 
know (who never gain weight) say, "Oh, I'll 
just burn it off" to justify whatever sinful treat 
would give you a third buttock if you ate it? It's 
impossible to keep a fit, healthy figure without 
both a healthy diet and exercise. It's all right to 
indulge in the occasional pig-out sometimes. In 
fact, it's good to reassure your body that there's 
no need to go into starvation mode from time to 
time. But if you eat that slice of blackout cake, 
you're looking at a 2-hour run just to burn it off, 
let alone what came before it.  

  

Losing weight and maintaining weight is a simple 
equation: If you burn off more calories than you 
take in, you will lose weight. Some lucky stiffs 
have a higher resting metabolism and burn off 
more calories naturally, but what probably helps 
your friend burn off the cake faster is that they 
have more muscle on their body, and, even at 
rest, muscles burn more calories. So while you 
can never eat whatever you want and stay thin, 
you'll be able to indulge in a pig-out every once in 
a while if you can keep your body muscular and 

lean. And for those times, you might consider try-
ing exercise designed to burn more calories than 
walking or running,  

  

Get that heart elevated and sweat. One of my 
sensei who can easily run most people into the 
ground was embarrassed one day at the dojo. A 
visitor (yes a women and the only reason she was-
n't carried out) was watching and questioned him 
concerning the workout. My teacher said, we are 
conditioning. To which she responded, the correct 
way to condition is to get the heart rate to and 
hold it for, etc, etc. She was right. Although the 
workouts were hard they weren't burning fat and 
firing up the metabolism the right way.  

  

 He has since tailored his workouts and the results 
amplified. I have adapted those drills into my 
workouts as well. Maybe we'll talk about them next 
month. Now keep the formula simply, eat health, 
exercise and don't believe the myths out there. 
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Promotions in Thunder Bay 

The last weekend in September was a memorable 
one for Isshinryu in Thunder Bay. With Hanshi Mady 
visiting from Windsor, ON, a large contingent from 
the Toshikai Dojo in Ottawa, ON, as well as black-
belts from Brandon, MB, Sioux Lookout, ON, Dry-
den, ON and Kenora, ON needless to say, it was a 
great time! 
 

As always, Hanshi Mady shared his tremendous 
knowledge and generated great enthusiasm through 
his instruction. 

 

Friday Night saw a large grading which culminated 
in two new Shihan as part of our Canadian Isshin-
ryu community. 

 

Congratulations to everyone that definitely earned 
their new ranks! 

 

 

 

 

Ottawa, ON 

Sensei Tim Leonard -> Shihan Tim Leonard 
Rokudan (6th degree blackbelt) 

Jack LaFleur -> Sensei Jack LaFleur  
Sandan (3rd degree blackbelt) 

Rod Berek 
Nidan (2nd degree blackbelt) 

Matt Morin -> Sempai Matt Morin 
 Shodan (1st degree blackbelt) 
 
Thunder Bay, ON 

Sensei Susan Baldassi -> Shihan Susan Baldassi 
Rokudan (6th degree blackbelt) 

Karen Holroyd -> Sempai Karen Holroyd 
Shodan (1st degree blackbelt) 

Kevan Holroyd -> Sempai Kevin Holroyd 
Shodan (1st degree blackbelt) 

Caleb 

 Nikyu (Brown Belt) 
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Promotions in Thunder Bay 

Brent Hayden, a Canadian Isshinryu Blackbelt from Mission, BC earned a Bronze medal at the 2012 Olym-
pics in London, UK. 

Stay tuned for an exclusive interview by Janet Fuchek with Brent Hayden she conducted while in London. 

Congratulations to Brent 
Hayden 

Participants at the seminar with representatives 
from Brandon, MB, Sioux Lookout, Kenora, Dry-
den, Thunder Bay, Windsor and Ottawa, ON. 

Tim Leonard and Jack Lafleur performing Bo tae Sai Kumite 
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The Challenges! 
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Conditioning is a crucial element of Okinawan Karate. Every Okinawan master hit the 
Makiwara. If you are looking for a symbol of Okinawan karate, look no farther. 

This is a tradition that as students of Okinawan Karate we should continue. If you don't’ 
have a Makiwara, find something hard with a little bit of spring to strike and you are set. 

When working on your conditioning, remember a little at a time is best, so the challenge is 
to work on it every day, even ten punches each day will produce a great result over time, 
the key is to build up slowly and not hurt yourself. 

The application of karate is in the bunkai. The purpose of the martial arts is to stop an at-
tacker in the simplest most effective way possible. Hopefully, this is a single strike. 

The challenge for this newsletter is to come up with a simple Bunkai for every kata you 
know for a complex movement.  Pick a hard move, you aren’t sure what it’s for, perhaps 
you’ve seen someone else do a complicated move and make it work, but can’t do it your-
self.  Just pick a hard one! 

Now, take a look at it simply, what can be a block, what can be a strike, then look at posi-
tion, where am I, where is my attacker? 

Once you have a general idea, try it out and see if the strike works, try making the block 
the strike, try moving in, or moving out, or rotating your body. 

Not all bunkai needs to be fancy to be effective, there’s very little need for a take down in 
good karate (your strike should ensure they hit the ground), just focus on being direct and 
delivering a solid strike. 

All those “tricky” moves may be simpler than you think. 

The Kobudo challenge is going to be a difficult one this time, but I hope everyone will try. 
 
Practice Bo tae Bo Kumite and Bo tae Sai Kumite with at least 5 different people, doing all 
positions at least 10 times with each person. 

The Kumite kata are very important to understand the timing of strikes, and the interplay 
between people and the weapons, in some Dojo it will be hard to find 5 people who know 
the kata, but if you know it well, share it! The kata are the basics of the weapons and 
should be developed just as any other technique. The blocks should be natural and the in-
coming strikes expected. 

We practice fighting and basics in partners until we are comfortable with the incoming 
strikes and block them without thinking, the same level of comfort should be the goal with 
our weapons training. 



Editor & Author—Chitora Dojo 
Mike Fenton—Thunder Bay, Ontario 
Mike lives with his wife Kyla and has been training in Isshinryu karate for  over 25 years, and has been an  
instructor for over 20 years.  He is currently head instructor of Chitora Dojo in Thunder Bay, Ontario. 

Author—Chitora Dojo 
Trevor Warren—Thunder Bay, Ontario 
Trevor lives in Thunder Bay with his wife Maria.  He has dedicated a great deal of his time to teaching and 
his own training with the realization that hard work is the key to success. 
 

Shuri—Capital City on Okinawa 
Tatsu—Dragon 

Tatsuo—Dragon Man 
Tetko—Brass Knuckles 

Tonfa/Tuifa—Baton with Handle 

Uchi—Strike 
Uchi Hachi Dachi—Inner  Eight 
stance 

Ude—Forearm 

Uke—Hard block 

Yubi—Finger 

Yudansha—Black Belt 

Zenkutsu Dachi—Forward 
Stance 

Chudan—Middle Level 

Do—Way 

Dojo—School 
Furi—Swing 
Gusan—Okinawan Jo 
Jo—Short Staff 

Jutsu—Technique 

Ka—Person / Practitioner 

Kama—Sickle(s) 

Kami—Divine Spirit 

Kanetsu—Joint 
Keri—Kick 

Kihon—Exercises 

Kime—Focus 

Kobudo-Ancient Martial Way, 
the term used to describe all the 
weapons in Isshinryu and Karate. 

Kumite—Free Fight 
Mae—Front 

Makiwara—Striking Board 

Mushin—No Mind 

Naha—Port city on Okinawa 

Rokushaku—Six Foot 

Sama—Honorific suffix applied to 
a name, denotes respect 

Shiko Dachi—Horse Stance 
Shozenkutsu / Seisan Dachi— 
Small forward stance 

It is important to familiarize yourself with commonly used Japanese words.  Try to 
memorize all the words each time and you will soon have a large “karate” vocabulary. 
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Contributors 

Karate Terms in this Newsletter 

Author—Toshikai Dojo  
Matt Morin—Ottawa, Ontario 
Matt just travelled all the way to Thunder Bay in order to earn his Shodan. 

Jeff Long—Assistant Editor 
Jeff Long—Thunder Bay, ON 
Jeff is a Sandan and Sensei at the Chitora Dojo.  He’s also an English major who’s been helping to reduce 
the spelling & grammar mistakes in the newsletter. 
 

Author—Toshikai Dojo 
Rod Berek—Ottawa, Ontario 
Rod is a newly minted Nidan from Ottawa. 



Article Submission 
Articles are welcome from anyone and 
everyone.  They can be about anything 
related to the Martial Arts, a tech-
nique you think is just great; A better 
way to do a technique; History of a 
Karate Master; a tournament trick that 
works well; ANYTHING! 
All articles are appreciated as e-mail.  
You can send it to your instructor to 
proof read and send in, or directly to 
me.  (Mike (at) Isshinryu.ca) or (sensei 
(at) Isshinryu.ca) 
You can even include pictures if it 
helps your article! 

Dojo Directory: 

Any student is welcome at anytime to visit any dojo.  Before class, always intro-
duce yourself to the Sensei of the dojo and tell them who your current Sensei is. 
 
For a full dojo list visit Isshinryu.ca  We are getting too many to list here. 

Isshinryu Canada 

Affiliate Cities! 
Abbotsford, BC 
Contact: Mike O’Leary 
Brandon, MB 
Contact: Richard Wharf 
Contact: Buzz Cox 
Calgary, AB 
Contact: Charles Boyd 
Cookstown, ON 
Contact: Harri T. Makivirta  
Dryden, ON 
Contact: Rick McGogy 
Hope, BC 
Contact: Norm Losier 
Kenora, ON 
Contact: Steve Davis   
Contact: David White 
Ottawa, ON 
Contact: Tim Leonard 

 

Quebec 
Contact: Pierre Parenteau 

Saskatchewan 
Contact: Brian Smout 
Sioux Lookout 
Contact: Jim Sapay 
Thunder Bay, ON 
Contact: Mike Fenton  
Contact: Trevor Warren 
Vancouver, BC 
Contact: Rachel McGovern 
Windsor, ON 
Contact: Albert Mady 
Winnipeg, MB 
Contact:  Brent Horton 

Canadian Isshinryu Abroad 
Berlin, Germany 
Contact: Ryan Boesche 
Stow, Ohio 
Contact Albert Pecoraro 
 
 

Submissions 

Standing there up in front, 

Heart is racing as fast as lightning and 

Sooner or later they'll have me fighting 

My breath goes cold as his voice says 

"Go" 

Concentration is best right now 

I want to hear people saying "wow1 

My stance is perfect my breathing is fine 

That last punch and kick 

Have so much power, 

It feels very awesome to let it out 

As well as to scream and shout! 

As I finish I walk towards the line, 

People are telling me I did just fine, 

After a while of nervousness and fear 

They then soon appear. 

Directing all of us, including the black belts, 

To come to the front, 

Where then I am instructed to remove my belt 

To throw it away and never look back. 

It was the greatest feeling ever when I caught that 

Glimpse of yellow 

And now that means I've moved up another level! 

I am now my yellow belt in Isshinryu karate! 

After all that hard work, the push-ups, the sit-ups, 

The sparring and the guarding, the pain, the katas, the history 

And bowing, 

I am the one. 

The one's who's moved up and vowing to never let go 

of Isshinryu karate. 

 

By: Starr Oldale—Toshikai Dojo Thunder Bay 

A Karate Poem 


